Employers warned not to resort to forced problem solving

By May Thet Hnin

YANGON Region Chief Minister U Phyo Min Thein has warned employers not to demand a task force to deal with disputes involving employees.

He made the statement during the 15th regular meeting between Vice President U Myint Swe and entrepreneurs at the Republic of the Union of Myanmar Federation of Chambers of Commerce and Industry on Wednesday.

“Some employers demand a government force to tackle labour problems. If labourers are found violating laws, then they will face legal action. Problem-solving with force and taking legal action are totally different. Employers should not expect the government to deal with the problem by using force,” said U Phyo Min Thein.

“Problem-solving with force and taking legal action are totally different. Employers should not expect the government to deal with the problem by using force,” said U Phyo Min Thein.

To ensure the development of the private sector and foreign investment promotion, employers and employees need to build a good relationship. Therefore, we encourage the development of a cordial relationship between them,” he said.
Pyidaungsu Hluttaw discusses tax system

THE seventh regular session of the second Pyidaungsu Hluttaw held its 13th-day meeting at the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw meeting hall yesterday morning.

At the meeting, union-level organisations explained the Public Accounts Joint Committee’s report on the findings and comments on tax collected for the first six months of the 2017-2018 fiscal year (FY), as well as matters discussed by the MPs on the report. The MPs also discussed the 2018 Union Tax Bill.

Union Minister U Ohn Win, deputy ministers U Hla Kyaw, U Tha Oo, Dr. Tun Naing, U Aung Htoo and U Maung Maung Win, and Nay Pyi Taw Council Member U Tin Htut explained the Joint Public Accounts Committee’s report (4/2018) on the findings and comments on tax collected for the first six months of the 2017-2018 FY and the matters discussed by the MPs on the report.

Union Minister for Natural Resources and Environmental Conservation U Ohn Win explained that of the Ks906.588 million earmarked for the first six months through the forest sector; Ks2.577.232 billion was collected, resulting in a collection percentage of 286.64.

In the mineral and gems sector, the planned amount for the first six months was Ks13.57 billion, but Ks19.942.53 billion was collected. Of the Ks320 million planned for pearl oyster tissue implant tax, Ks22.866 million was collected. Of the total Ks13.890 billion planned, Ks20.195.216 billion was collected, resulting in a collection percentage of 145.39, said the Union Minister.

Similarly, Deputy Minister for Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation U Hla Kyaw explained that the Fishery Department planned to collect Ks1.500.38 billion, but Ks2.200.458 billion was collected. The excess collection was possible owing to a better price accorded through the auction of fish ponds and higher amount of tax collected through fishery works in the sea, said the Deputy Minister.

He further explained that the Immigration Department, Customs Department, port authority, the Department of Marine Administration, Myanmar Economic Bank, Internal Revenue Department, Myanmar Police Force and the Fishery Department were providing one-stop service teams to the inspection stations.

Deputy Minister for Planning and Finance U Maung Maung Win then remarked on the comments made on increasing the tax collection and said the public was being educated on the benefits of paying stamp tax, so the habit of paying tax is instilled.

Keeping in mind those who had dutifully paid their taxes and to protect their rights, work plans are being set up to prevent illegal imports, and production and distribution of products for which tax is not paid. Starting from 2014, programmes to affix tax stamps on receipts of restaurants, hotels and motels were conducted. While importing fuel oil, a commercial tax of 5 per cent was collected, together with custom duties collected by the Customs Department. Some Ks149.938 billion in outstanding taxes were to be collected, of which Ks75.885 billion was collected. Notifications were also published continuously in the daily newspaper to settle the outstanding taxes, which were being collected by field teams. Plans were drawn and implemented to form township support teams in states/regions to increase the tax base and ensure no one who ought to pay tax is left out, said the Deputy Minister.

The report was then submitted by Public Account Joint Committee Secretary Dr. Sai Hsai KyawKassan, and the Hluttaw decided to accept and confirm it.

Next, the 2018 Union Tax bill was discussed by MPs.

In his discussion, U Soe Thein of Kayah State constituency (9) said the reduction of the tax rate on cigarettes needs to be reviewed. To prevent the effect of cigarettes and liquor into the health of the public, countries worldwide are collecting high taxes on such products. Tax should be collected with a view towards benefiting public health, instead of businesses, he noted.

The government is helping and supporting small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and should strive towards converting SMEs into businesses that do not harm the health and environment. Here, the example of Indonesia should be taken, said U Soe Thein. The amount of money circulating in the country is way above the amount printed by the Central Bank. Some local constructions were, in fact, just a front for foreign black money and drug money. He suggested considering the international money laundering law and other factors as well.

Daw Phyu Phyu Thin of Mingala Taungnyunt constituency said tax relief was being provided with an aim to help people participate in the country’s economic development. Some countries, including America (United States of America), are giving tax amnesty. According to the proposed bill, incomes on which tax was not paid in Myanmar can enter into the legal fold. However, other countries have a good tax system and are good at implementing it, while Myanmar lags in the implementation, he said.

Daw Cho Cho of Ottwin added that when businesses in the country develop, work opportunities will become transparent for workers, resulting in higher living standards. However, if the money owned by Myanmar nationals in foreign banks and black money become white in bulk, tax reduction will not be beneficial. The real aim of tax amnesties is not to get more tax but to create investments that are beneficial to the country in the long term, said Daw Cho Cho.

U Khin Cho of Hlaingbwe constituency noted that the stock share market was yet to be a success in the country. To raise the understanding and participation of the public in stock shares, developing the stock share sector for the country’s development and raising the living standard of the people is the responsibility of the government. U Khin Cho said that it was the responsibility of the legislative and administrative sectors of the government to develop the stock share sector.

Tatmadaw Amnesty Hluttaw representative Lt-Col Aung Kyaw Zaw said SME businesses must be considered when providing tax breaks. Clause 25 of the tax bill is welcome, but the matters of money laundering and black money becoming white must be noted. Reducing the tax rate to an amount acceptable by the public will increase the amount of tax flowing into the state coffers, but the time frame of six months is too short a duration. It should be at least a year to ensure there is sufficient time for the people of this country to adopt a good tax culture.

The money involved in real estate transactions is high, but the tax obtained from this is low. People are paying a high amount of money to buy and rent real estate, and if tax is collected at a low and transparent rate, the public’s trust over the tax system will rise, while the state will also obtain higher revenue from it, said Lt-Col Aung Kyaw Zaw.

Mio Myint, Hmwe Kyu Zin

Nippon Foundation builds 100th school in Rakhine State

THE Ministry for Border Affairs held a ceremony to commemorate the opening of Kwee Tel Basic Education Middle School in Sittway, Rakhine State on Monday.

Kwee Tel school is the 100th school built by the Ministry in collaboration with the Nippon Foundation and Bridge Asia Japan (BAJ), an INGO based in Japan.

Rakhine State Chief Minister U Nyi Pu delivered the opening speech at the ceremony followed by a speech from Deputy Minister for Border Affairs Major General Than Htut. Nippon Foundation Chairman Mr. Yohei Sasakawa explained the school projects they are implementing in Rakhine State. Japanese Ambassador to Myanmar H.E. Mr. Tateshi Higuchi then gave a short speech followed by BAJ Chairperson Ms. Etsuko Arashi explaining their future plans for constructing additional schools.

 Afterwards, Deputy Director for Rakhine State Basic Education Department, U Sein Htun Hla, and a representative of Kyee Tel Village expressed their gratitude for the school. Ms. Akiko Mori, a BAJ representative, then conferred commemorative flags to the attendees before they toured the completed school.

The Nippon Foundation has donated an estimated US$6 million (Ks8.03 billion) for the construction of 100 schools in Rakhine State between the years 2013 and 2018. The initiative is headed by the Department for Border and Ethnic Development under the Ministry for Border Affairs with construction handled by BAJ. —Myanmar News Agency
Human rights start with women’s rights: State Counsellor

State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi addresses the International Women’s Day event in Nay Pyi Taw yesterday. PHOTO: MNA

FOREIGNERS can apply for eVisa only through the official website of the Ministry of Labour, Immigration and Population: https://www.evisa.moip.govmm.

However, some foreign tourists were found to have entered the country by correcting certain data and information in the eVisa approval letter that was earlier issued through the ministry’s eVisa website. Some websites were also found to be charging additional fees to apply for eVisa through the ministry’s official website.

The ministry has not permitted tour agents to charge an additional fee to help visitors procure eVisa through the ministry’s official website. The ministry will not be responsible for eVisa applied through other websites operated by tour agents.

Legal action will be taken against anyone, in or outside Myanmar, who provides fake eVisas. The Ministry of Labour, Immigration and Population started the eVisa website in August 2014, and Myanmar’s embassies in Iraq, Holland, Italy, Kenya, Belgium, Nigeria, Jordan and Viet Nam. Currently, he is serving as the Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela to the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, with residence in Hanoi.

Mr. Jorge Rondón Uzcátegui received Bachelor degree in International Relations in 1971 and Master degree in Economy in 1979 from the Central University of Venezuela. In 1973, he joined the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela and served under various capacities at the Ministry and at the Venezuela’s embassies in Iraq, Holland, Italy, Kenya, Belgium, Nigeria, Jordan and Viet Nam. Currently, he is serving as the Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela to the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam. —Myanmar News Agency

Employers warned not to resort to forced problem solving

FROM PAGE 1

“Foreign countries reject products that are a result of labour exploitation. Therefore, our Yangon Region handles such problems with utmost care and consideration,” said the Yangon Region Chief Minister.

The Yangon Region government has solved many problems between employers and employees. Unless the problems and disputes are dealt with immediately, they can create chaos and instability, he noted.

After the Yangon Region government issued a warning against forced problem-solving at the meeting, the Myanmar Garment Manufacturers Association and Myanmar Industries Associations reported about strikes and unlawful means being used in industrial zones.

Officials from these two associations mentioned that labour strikes in industrial zones were creating economic and social chaos, with labourers even threatening co-workers who did not join them with physical violence. It can harm productivity, delay shipments and result in the suspension of purchase orders, they maintained.

They called for prompt government action in line with existing laws. Additionally, they asked the government to issue a directive on the employment contract, for it to be made admissible to the work environment in line with the laws.

“There are reasonable reasons for labour strikes — mostly job oppression and exploitation of labour rights. Most employers do not deal with individual complaints in a friendly manner but dismiss them from the job. Labourers finally resort to strikes, as they are unable to negotiate with the employers,” said Daw Khang Zar Aung, executive member of Confederation of Trade Union Myanmar. Labour-related disputes mostly happen in foreign-owned factories rather than domestic ones. Also, they occur in factories that do not have the presence of a labour union. Further, labour strikes are held only after seeking official permission, she said.

Although there is a systematic mechanism to solve such problems, there is widespread criticism of the task performers, she added.
A village pagoda damaged after earthquake in Nay Pyi Taw

A moderate earthquake rocked Nay Pyi Taw’s Ottara Thiri Township early yesterday morning. The quake was strong enough to knock down the diamond bud of a 55 ft. high pagoda in Mau Lay Bin village. It also caused severe damage to the bottom of a 45ft high pagoda in Moe Swe village in Ottara Township, including the collapse of a nine feet high satellite stupa. A village medical clinic in Shwe Nan Thaw ward also suffered damages that included a collapsed wall. The quake struck at 3:43 am with a magnitude 5.5 on the Richter scale. Its epicenter was about 12 miles northwest of the Nay Pyi Taw seismological observatory and 10 kilometer west of Mayankhone village in Ottara Township.

BSL-3 TB lab in Yangon to be completed this year

THE construction of a bio-safety level 3 tuberculosis laboratory (BSL-3 lab) in the Yangon Region is slated to be completed this year, according to the Ministry of Health and Sports.

The laboratories will be built in Yangon, Mandalay and Taunggyi. In 2016, some 150,000 new tuberculosis (TB) patients got access to public health and treatment. Myanmar will continue to conduct TB inspection tours. Further, outpatient TB centres are being constructed with the aim of controlling the spread of TB through the Three Millennium Development Goal Fund (3MDG) Myanmar, according to a report in Myawaddy Daily on Tuesday.

In 2014, there was a TB outbreak among 457 people over 100,000, resulting in the death of 33 people. According to the Global TB Report 2016, some 365 new patients over 100,000 were detected with TB, resulting in the death of 49 people. TB, HIV and multi-drug resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) are still major public health concerns in the country. The inspection tour of new TB patients and treatment projects are being carried out in cooperation with Civil Service Organisations.

The Ministry of Health and Sports provided free medical treatment to some 1,000 MDR-TB patients in the 2014-2015 fiscal year (FY), and some 1,200 each in the 2015-2016 and the 2016-2017 FYs.

The union government had allocated some Ks14 million to combat TB in the 1995-1996 FY, while the funding has increased to Ks626 million in the 2010-2011 FY, and Ks304 million in the 2016-2017 FY—GNLM

Traffic police take action against over 2,000 drivers for not wearing seat belts

THE traffic police have taken action against more than 2,000 drivers for not wearing a seat belt while driving in the Yangon Region this year, said Police Captain Win Lwin of No.2 Traffic Police Office (Yangon).

“Drivers who fail to wear a seat belt will be arrested and have to pay a fine to the police,” he added. The number of cases of drivers not wearing seat belts has increased in February compared with last month. There were 1,107 cases in February, as against the 924 cases in January.

In 2017, the traffic police registered some 11,575 such cases in the Yangon Region, with 1,250 cases in January, 3,105 cases in February, 996 cases in March, 661 cases in April, 490 cases in May, 860 cases in June, 791 cases in July, 1,061 cases in August, 1,244 cases in September, 1,079 cases in October, 1,050 cases in November and 937 cases in December.

There are some 10 joint traffic police groups who are educating drivers on the need to wear seat belts, as well as apprehending those who fail to wear them.

Motorists and passengers who fail to wear a seat belt are liable to pay a fine of Ks30,000 under the Motor Vehicle Law. —GNLM

Two six-wheel trucks carrying live chickens confiscated on Hpa-an-Hton-ai Road

A police unit successfully intercepted two trucks carrying illegally imported live chickens from Thailand along Hpa-an-Hton-ai Road on Wednesday morning.

During an inspection tour, the Hpa-an anti-crime police force, led by Inspector Thet Soe, confiscated some 1,070 live chickens in 231 cages from a six-wheel truck (YG-NJ3-9440), driven by Dargat aka Kyaw Kyaw (40).

Next, another six-wheel truck carrying some 1,000 live chickens in 125 cages, driven by Isook aka Myat Ko Oo aka Ko Oo (38), was also intercepted.

The Hpa-an police force is preparing to take action against the two truck drivers under the Animal Health and Development Law. The live chickens were sent to the Hpa-an District Livestock Breeding and Veterinary Department, according to the Hpa-an police force. —Nay Myo Lwin (IPRD)
Myanmar is set to achieve its target of US$6 billion for foreign direct investment (FDI) for the current fiscal year (FY), according to the Ministry of Commerce (MIC).

Myanmar has already received more than $5 billion in FDI, while it is just a month away from the end of the 2017-2018 FY, said U Tun Aung Kyaw, Deputy Director General of Directorate of Investment and Company Administration (DICA).

We are enquiring with businesses about their difficulties and responding accordingly, he added.

For the 2017-2018 FY, the MIC has approved 206 FDI businesses worth $4,508.453 million until February 2018, and a total investment, including pumping of capital into existing projects, of $5,307.207 million.

Besides these, the MIC approved an FDI of $366.530 million in Thilawa Special Economic Zone under the special economic zone law, with total investments reaching $5,673.737 million. —GNLM
EIA workshop held on offshore supply base project

AN offshore supply base that will support offshore oil and gas production will be implemented and constructed by Myint & Associates in Ayeyawady Region, Ngayokkauk Township, Nanthapu. An environmental impact assessment (EIA) workshop over the project was held yesterday morning at Vantage Tower, Yangon.

In the years to come, offshore oil and gas production will develop. Myanmar didn’t have an international-level offshore supply base. We are relying on bases in Thailand and Singapore.

This is a waste of time and money. That is why Myint & Associates is arranging to set up an offshore supply base, said Myint & Associates Company Executive Director (Government & Public Affairs) U Tint Swe.

A study on the offshore supply base project affecting the natural environment, eco-system and human society was being conducted since September 2017, said Craig Reid, Country Manager of Environmental Resource Management which is consulted for environmental, health, safety, risk and social matters.

The offshore supply base is planned to be completed in 2020-2021, and once it is completed, it will support offshore gas production in the offshore area of Rakhine State.—Taya

Rain, thundershowers expected in Kachin, Shan states

RAIN or thundershowers are expected in Kachin and Shan states for two days, as the weather is partly cloudy over the Andaman Sea and South Bay; and generally fair elsewhere over the Bay of Bengal, according to the Myanmar Daily weather report issued by the Department of Meteorology and Hydrology yesterday evening.

The forecast for Nay Pyi Taw, Mandalay and neighbouring areas for today is generally fair, and for Yangon and its neighbouring area is partly cloudy.

Seas will be slight in Myanmar waters. The wave height will be some 2-4 feet off and along Myanmar coasts.

Weather forecast for 2nd Dekad (10 days) of March 2018

The daytime temperature will be some 1.5 °C above normal in the Mandalay, Magway, Bago, Yangon and Ayeyawady regions, as well as in Shan, Chin, Rakhine, Kayah, Kayin and Mon states.

The daytime temperature will be some 1.5 °C above normal in the Mandalay, Magway, Yangon and Ayeyawady regions, as well as in Shan, Chin, Rakhine, Kayah, Kayin and Mon states.

Rainfall over the next 10 days is likely to be above normal in the Upper Sagaing and Taninthayi regions, Kachin State, and normal in the Lower Sagaing, Mandalay, Magway, Bago, Yangon and Ayeyawady regions, and Shan, Chin, Rakhine, Kayah, Kayin and Mon states.

Foggy days are expected for five to seven days in the Sagaing region, and Kachin, Shan, Chin, Kayah, Kayin and Mon states, and for two to four days in the Mandalay, Magway, Bago, Yangon, Ayeyawady and Taninthayi regions, as well as in Rakhine State.—GNLM

34 inmates from Insein Correctional Department takes matric exam

THIRTY four inmates from the Insein Correctional Department have taken the matriculation examination for 2018.

The department has arranged classes for those who are sitting for the examination at the prison.

Teachers from schools and educated inmates have volunteered for the classes.

About 20 inmates from the prison sat for the examination last year and nine passed the exam.

The State granted presidential pardon to those who passed the examination with distinctions in the past.

Private donors also provided cash assistance to those who registered for the exam in the prison.—Zaw Gyi

Situation of Myanmar Citizen Investment
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Talks on 60 year Myanmar-Japan diplomatic journey book

BOOK Club of Pyinmana will conduct a talk on the book titled "60 year Myanmar-Japan diplomatic journey" at Kantawmingala Hall in Pyinmana on 11 March.

The book club is formed by the Information and Public Relations Department of the Ministry of Information.

The Tun Foundation award winning book by Khin Maung Tin (Master of Arts-MA) and the writer will participate in the book review. Anyone can attend the event.—Pyinmana IPRD
Senior General Min Aung Hlaing attends 15th ACDFIM

By the invitation of Parliament Network on the World Bank & International Monetary Fund (PN), a delegation led by Deputy Speaker of Amyotha Hluttaw U Aye Tha Aung met with Mrs Nguyen Thi Kim Ngan, the Chairpersons of the National Assembly of Viet Nam, at the Vietnamese Parliament, yesterday morning.

During the meeting, they cordially discussed the matters relating to boosting the relationship between the two Hluttaws, governments and people; exchange programme, International Parliamentary Network and cooperation. Also present at the meeting were Ambassador of Myanmar to Viet Nam U Kyaw Soe Win, Myanmar Chargé d'affaires U Thaw Tar Aung and other embassy staff.

Then they exchanged the souvenirs and visited the building of Parliament.—Myanmar News Agency

U Aye Tha Aung meets with Chairpersons of the National Assembly of Viet Nam

More than K 110 million donated by MPT mobile service users were handed over to the Union Enterprise for Humanitarian Assistance, Resettlement and Development in Rakhine State—UEHRD in Yangon yesterday.

The mobile users donated the cash by sending SMS to be spend on rehabilitation and resettlement works in Rakhine State.

Permanent Secretary Ministry of Transport and Communications U Chit Way handed over K 101,792,000 to Union Minister Dr. Win Myat Aye. —MNA

MPT hands over cash by mobile service users to UEHRD
Prospects for rice industry will bring back past glory

Ti Kyi Maung

Agriculture is the main industry in Myanmar, and rice remains the country's main export commodity. Many farmers in the country believe that the agricultural commodities of the country, especially rice, can become the main source of revenue for the country's economy.

The most important part is to carry out research based on the country’s weakness, hold the key for balanced agricultural development.

The Union government has pledged to support organic farming, giving importance to balanced growth and ecology.

The most important part is to carry out research based on climate change and its impacts on crops. The time has come to take seriously the path of agricultural development that is climate-change-friendly into consideration.

To counter climate change effects, we should find new technologies, for example, waste-to-products technology such as paddy-husk fire-power, etc.

The next generation of farmers should take a leading role in innovation in the agricultural sector.

Agricultural Sector

Agriculture can provide a majority of the employment and income in Myanmar and it includes crop production, hunting, fishing, and forestry. However, it is responsible for much of the income and employment in the country.

Many farmers in the country believe that the agricultural commodities of the country can become the main source of revenue for the country's economy.

In order to maintain the steady flow of economy, systematic plans are needed to shape the economic development by encouraging SMEs in the long run. With the increasing amount of importable and exportable commodities, the Department of Fishery is supporting the livelihood of the sector by providing technology, investments and other equipment to fish and shrimp breeders.

Boosting Productivity and Economic Driving Force of Myanmar

Rice is the most important agricultural commodity in Myanmar and the country is cultivated along the river valleys, coastal areas, and other areas, thus becoming the main source of revenue for the country's economy.

The Ministry of Agriculture has pledged to support the new generation of farmers in the country. But the success of paddy farming will depend on the quality of rice.

The rice industry plays a key role in Myanmar's economy. With rice exports higher than they have been in 79 years, Myanmar is prospering for regaining the past glory as the world's top rice exporter.

But we need to be on guard in order to predict the needs of the market.

Many farmers in the country believe that the agricultural commodities of the country, especially rice, can become the main source of revenue for the country's economy. The production of crops and their prices has increased due to support from the government, as well as favourable market forces.

An agro-based nation

Myanmar is an agro-based nation, comprising 79% of the rural populace as paddy growers. The country possesses vast areas of land, favouring growth and creepers, ponds, rivers and shallows particular to farming and fish production. Provided that agriculture and breeding can be implemented effectively within 4-5 months, we can depend upon these sectors for national stability.

What we need is a substation, techniques and markets. In the past, we have experienced rapid plunders of paddy price. Due to market opening by linking to other countries, it caused paddy prices to recover into the normal stage.

We need to raise livestock for both food and labour purposes. This includes cattle, buffaloes, goats, sheep, camels and other wildlife which are most useful and productive in the agricultural sector.

Fishery Sector

The Ministry of Fisheries, the country has earned US$151 million through the export of marine products in the 2017-2018 fiscal year. Myanmar's fishery products are exported to many countries including China, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, the Middle East, Europe, and the United States.

Fishery exports are expected to generate some $1,800 in the 2019-2020 fiscal year, if the government and businesses cooperatively increase productivity, as well as address the product quality. With the aim of producing enough of importable and exportable commodities, the Department of Fishery is supporting the livelihood of the sector by providing technology, investments and other equipment to fish and shrimp breeders.

The Ministry of Fisheries, the country has earned US$151 million through the export of marine products in the 2017-2018 fiscal year. Myanmar's fishery products are exported to many countries including China, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, the Middle East, Europe, and the United States.

Fishery exports are expected to generate some $1,800 in the 2019-2020 fiscal year, if the government and businesses cooperatively increase productivity, as well as address the product quality. With the aim of producing enough of importable and exportable commodities, the Department of Fishery is supporting the livelihood of the sector by providing technology, investments and other equipment to fish and shrimp breeders. In cooperation with the Myanmar Fisheries Federation Association.

The fishery sector is regarded as a very crucial stage which can contribute to domestic consumption as well as generating national income.

Increase the productivity of fishery products

All possible ways and means should be used to increase the productivity of value-added fishery products, such as local dried fish products, and to increase the survival of many countries including China, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, the Middle East, Europe, and the United States.

Fishery products need to be increased into the economy. The fishery sector plays an important role for the social and economic development of the country.

Stable Economic Development

In bringing about the stable economic development of a country, sustainable provision of support for the development of small businesses from the private sector is essentially needed to be done while building up the economic enterprises. In an economy, small productive industries are the most fundamental ones, increasing per capita income.

There are various kinds of spheres for economic success in Myanmar. It is essential to constantly monitor conditions of small businesses from the public economic sector and to simultaneously encourage them. It is because a nation’s economic development is directly proportional to the development of SMEs.

The requirement for the betterment of economy is for export products to become strong and import-competing goods to be reduced. This country is still relying upon imports of small commodities of value, not to mention bulky commodities. As it is, products of SMEs are finding it difficult to penetrate prominent markets.

Imports from foreign countries are presently occupying a large section in the market. That is attributed to their quality, reasonable prices and availability of adequate amount as much as what the people demand. Moreover, region-originated institutions need to monitor and help their needs for the development of SMEs whereas businesses and entrepreneurs as well are required to try their best to penetrate the whole market, without looking at their personal interests only.

In any political, economic or administrative system, only a solid foundation can support the emergence of strong infrastructures. In a democratic nation, the people play an important role, being the very basic foundation of human society.

There are still many challenges in various sectors on the path of economic development in the country. But there are some positive signals such as a gradual change in doing business in Myanmar and consequently the attention given to the private sector which can boost the economic development. Even though Myanmar has numerous challenges, private sector development is the main driving force behind the national economic growth.
News release on the act of British MPs in connection with Rakhine issue and the decision of European Union Foreign Affairs Council meeting on Myanmar

1. European Union Foreign Affairs Council held its meeting with the participation of the ministers of foreign affairs of the European Union on 26 February 2018. The meeting reached a conclusion that continued help must be provided to Bengali refugees, the media and the fact-finding mission of the UN Human Rights Council must be restored and cooperation, that continued cooperation must be made with the special rapporteur on human rights, the verdict under the power of the International Criminal Court-ICC must be accepted, the defence cooperation with Myanmar must be reduced to the lowest level, the proposal to impose targeted restrictions and sanctions on senior officers of the Myanmar Tatmadaw who are responsible for human rights violations must be presented soonest.

2. Such a decision at the European Union Foreign Affairs Council meeting was triggered by 102 MPs of the House of Commons led by MP Rusharana Ali who submitted a letter to British Secretary of State Boris Johnson. The letter made a demand to exert more pressures on Tatmadaw leaders in connection with the Rakhine issue and to transfer them to the ICC and to discuss the issue at the European Union Foreign Affairs Council meeting.

3. The report also launched an accusation saying that over 688,000 Rohingyas fled to Bangladesh due to offensive launched by the Myanmar military and security personnel and Tatmadaw who are responsible for human rights violations must be presented soonest.

4. The report also stated that the government had no means to guarantee a safe return of the residents as it could not control the Tatmadaw and that although the government is nearly two years old, except from forming committees it could not do anything to improve the civil rights and humanitarian issue of the Rohingyas in Myanmar. The Commander-in-Chief of the Defence Services is enlarging the conflict with ethnic groups without any restrictions and threatening and disturbing the peace process. For the first time in many years, more military jets are being used to cause more civilian deaths and injuries. The military-appointed ministries are terribly disturbing and destroying the reform proposals of the democratically elected government.

5. The report continued by using the term “Rohingya” which is totally unacceptable for all the people of Myanmar. The accusations made in the report are the same old ones that have been made since the start of the Rakhine issue. Press meets and the press releases of the government have already declared that the said accusations are wrong and the Tatmadaw Truth News Information Team has released for ten times the true situation of Rakhine issue.

6. In fact the conflicts broke out in Buthidaung-Maungtaw region of Rakhine State in 2012, 2016 and 2017 after Myanmar democracy transition in 2010 were not started by ethnic natives or security forces including the Tatmadaw. They were ignited by the illegal immigrants who have been unlawfully living in the area for many consecutive years. The 2012 crisis broke out when Bengal raped a native Rakhine woman and the 2016-2017 conflict broke out when armed terrorist group launched synchronized attacks against the police border guard headquarters and police outposts. During the conflict, nine Tatmadaw members, 21 police security personnel totalling 30 and 21 natives, 52 Hindus, 51 Muslims totalling 124 lost their lives. Ethnic natives and Hindus became homeless as they had to flee their homes. The government and the Tatmadaw have already released information about the events. ARSA, an extremist terrorist group has already committed that it has launched all the terrorist attacks. ARSA also brutally murdered people of its own race and religion in Buthidaung-Maungtaw region. The government and the Tatmadaw conveyed the diplomats, local media persons and international media persons to conflict zones to know the truth. Sadly the report totally ignored the terrorist acts of terrorist and made one-sided accusations against the security forces doing their work in accord with the law. During the terrorist attacks occurred on 26 August 2017, about 4,000 Ayeyawady ARSA terrorist launched a well-planned attacks using excessive force. The conflicts have complicated and long historical backgrounds. This must be known. After the 1824 First Anglo-Myanmar War the British government imported from the Bengal region of India to use as farm labourers in Rakhine State. They settled in the state and their population grew. Rakhine-Bengali conflict started when those Bengalis attacked and drove out native ethnics from their homeland. 152 Rakhine villages were destroyed in Alethakyanw incident in 1942 which displaced over 100,000 Rakhine people and left over 20,000 dead. Majihaud armed insurgency and Rohingya National Liberation Army emerged after Myanmar gained independence, and attempted to establish Buthidaung, Maungtaw and Rathedaung townships in Rakhine State as Arskistan or Rohingya State. Every country in the world has its own citizenship laws and citizenship eligibility criteria, and as citizenship will be granted to eligible ones only through citizenship verification process, they were time and again urged to accept citizenship verification process, but they have rejected so far. And it is undeniable truth of the history that they have tried every trick in the book including violence to establish Buthidaung and Maungtaw as their foothold, stronghold and liberated area step by step.

7. Extremist terrorists launched coordinated attacks on a border police headquarters and three police outposts on 9 October, 2016, in which ten police were killed, five injured and 68 firearms and ammunition were lost. During the unrest, 79 locals were killed and 37 went missing.

8. In the terror attack on 25 August, 2017, extremist terrorists led by ARSA launched coordinated attacks in 37 villages including an army headquarter and 30 police stations, with 500 to 700 residents in each place with swords, spears, improvised explosive devices and other weapons. There were 38 engagements in single day, and one security personnel, ten policemen, a staff member of Immigration Department, totalling 12 were killed, and scores were injured, and six small firearms were seized from police outposts by Bengali terrorists.

9. To investigate if security personnel responded in line with existing laws and procedures, Rule of Engagement (ROE), and instructions of Commander-in-Chief (Army) Office as regards to 2016 October attack, the 12-member Rakhine State Investigation led by Vice-President U Myint Swe was formed on 1 December, 2016, a Tatmadaw investigation body led by Lt-Gen Aye Win of Commander-in-Chief (Army) Office on 17 February, 2017 and another investigation body led by Police Brig-Gen Win Tun of Myanmar Police Force on February 9, 2017.

Actions were taken in line with law in three cases discovered by the Tatmadaw investigation body. The investigation body led by Lt-Gen Aye Win was also assigned to investigate if Tatmadaw personnel performed their duties in line with law regarding August incident in 2017. Moreover, field investigation was made and action was taken in response to the case of Inn Din Village.

10. Tatmadaw investigation body met and questioned 195 ethnic people from two ethnic villages, 205 Hindu villagers from two Hindu villages, and 2,817 villagers from 54 Bengali villages, totalling 3,217 residents in Buthidaung and Maungtaw townships, and could collect the testimony of 804 witnesses. According to the hard evidence found by the Tatmadaw investigation body, at least 10,000 to maximum 20,000 residents participated in attacks on police outposts on 25, August, 2017 though the number was first estimated to be just around 4,000. After 9 October attack, ARSA extremist terrorist leader Ataullah appointed terrorist leaders in villages and village-tracts. The name list of those leaders has been exposed. Through those leaders, terrorist groups were formed on a wide scale based on Mawlawi and village administrators. Those who are close to government departments, those who rejected giving allegiance to or joining the terrorist group, and those refused to attend the terrorism training were brutally killed by slitting their throats. Moreover, residents were forced to swear by the Quran to join the terrorist group, and as a result, the majority of villagers in every Bengali village were forced to join the terrorist group.

11. According to the accounts of 2,817 villagers of 54 Bengali villages and testimony of 362 villagers of 106 Bengali villages, it was found that security personnel did not commit extrajudicial killings or sexually abuse and rape women. There was no unlawful detention of people, beating, killing and arson as well. According to the testimony of the villagers in conflict area, terrorist leaders at different levels made preparation and ordered simultaneous attacks.

The attack was not successful though hardcore members of ARSA extremist terrorists, many villagers and even the children joined the attack. So ARSA extremist terrorists set fire to houses and fled to Bangladesh first. They also threatened, coerced and persuaded other villagers to flee to Bangladesh, and many fled as a result, it was found.

12. Extremist terrorists arrested 52 Hindu residents of Ye Bauk Kyae Village and 53 Villagers of Kha Maung Seik (South) Village on 25, August, 2017, and looted their property, and broke apart altars and Buddha images and burned down citizenship scrutiny cards.
Union Minister for Education Dr. Myo Thein Gyi visited the examination centre opened in B.E.H.S (1) in Lewe Township, Nay Pyi Taw, yesterday and observed students taking the English paper test on the second day of the matriculation examination.

Accompanying the Union Minister were Director-General U Myo Nyunt of the Department of the Myanmar Board of Examinations, the Acting Director General, the Deputy Director-General of the Department for Basic Education and other officials.

The Union Minister inspected the examination centre and the students and then instructed officials to ensure the students can take the examination in peace during the entire 2018 matriculation examination period.


On the second day of the 2018 matriculation examination for the English subject, some 789,070 students of the 844,358 registered students from across Myanmar took the examination, while 55,288 students remained absent. Thus, 93.45 per cent of the students took the examination yesterday.

In Nay Pyi Taw, some 23,850 students registered for yesterday’s examination and 22,357 students took it, while 1,493 students were absent. Thus, 93.94 per cent of the students took the examination yesterday.—Myanmar News Agency
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They cruelly tortured 45 residents of Ye Baik Ya Village, and made them lay by pits and brutally slit their throats in front of Hindu women from Ye Baik Ya Village and eight women from Kha Maung Seik (South) Village. Of 105 abducted Hindu followers, 60 remain missing whereas remaining Hindu women were forced to convert to Islam and brought to Bangladesh. Moreover, a group of terrorists attacked and set fire to seven Mro ethnicns from Khoneine Village, Badaku Village-tract, Maungtaw Township, on 29 August. It was found that with the intent to gain power and influence, ARSA extremist terrorists killed a total of 131 local ethnicns, Hindus and Bengalis by slitng their throats.

Although ARSA extremist residents terrorists committed genocide and ethnic cleansing on a majority of ethnic people in Buthidaung-Maungtaw region, those who living at refugee camps of the other country, as instructed by them, accused the Myanmar Tatmadaw of committing genocide and ethnic cleansing when foreign diplomats and journalists made visits there.

13. The Tatmadaw acted in line with the existing military and civilian laws during the Rakhine crisis. An investigation team led by a lieutenant general was formed to check whether security troops committed crimes or not. The team made practical field trips and announced their findings in a transparent manner. Action was taken against those security forces who committed such a crime in accord with the existing laws. The duties of the commander of Western Command, who took charge of Rakhine security affairs, were terminated as he had weaknesses in his actions over the issue. Legal action was taken against seven officers and other ranks and three police members in line with the existing laws. Civilians who got involved in the case faced legal actions at respective civilian courts. Action is being taken against residents in accord with the existing laws as well. Despite these efforts, mistakes of individuals are being exaggerated and accusations have erupted that the whole Tatmadaw committed a crime.

14. The Tatmadaw carries out state defence and security duties systematically only after presenting reports to the government. In the Rakhine conflict, as directed by the government, the Tatmadaw reduced from military operation to security and control operation. The government for its part is making plans to reaccept the returnees who fled to the other country after the Buthidaung-Maungtaw conflict and carry out national verification process in accord with the law. Actually, those residents fled to the other country only after 5 September 2017 when there were no more clashes. As the majority were close to ARSA extremist terrorists, they fled for fear of investigation and legal action or due to the persuasion that they would have the chance to go to the country. Talking about the family members of an offender, according to figures from the Labour, Immigration and Population Ministry in 2016, a family has 20 to 30 members on average. So there would be 200,000 family members if there were 10,000 attackers. Therefore, they might have fled together with their family members and relatives. Tatmadaw members are low-lying citizens who stick to four oaths to even sacrifice their lives for the state and the people and who follow existing state laws, international laws and military laws.

In the 2008 State Constitution, Section 338 states that All the armed forces in the Union shall be under the command of the Defence Services while Section 341 says that the Defence Services shall render assistance when calamities that affects the Union and its citizens occur in the Union. According to these provisions, the Tatmadaw is protecting the administrative machinery, rule of law and all the people from the danger of terrorists. There were no orders and actions leading to violations of the existing laws. But legal action was taken against those who made mistakes amid their eagerness to protect the local and ethnic people. When it comes to the internal peace process, the Tatmadaw worked patiently in the hope of achieving eternal peace that the country really needs, and ten ethnic armed groups have signed the NCA so far. The Tatmadaw exactly follows the already agreed points and the NCA provisions based on the six-point peace policy of the Tatmadaw. Practically, the Tatmadaw is working together with the people in ethnic areas by placing emphasis on regional peace and ending conflict.

15. A PBS news crew based in Thailand made an interview with some members of ARSA terrorist group who are staying at the camps in Cox’s Bazar on the Bangladesh-Myanmar border. In their news story, they said groups of five had been formed under ARSA. Members of those groups had to do what the leader they had never seen asked. In every of 40 villages in Maungtaw, there were 100 to 200 ARSA members. They were holding discussion about a plan to form an ARSA extremist terrorist group with those living abroad. The story was published in February this year.

16. Deputy Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Commander in Chief (Army) Vice-Senior General Soe Win received Mr. Stavros Limbrisidis, an EU special representative for Human Rights, and party at the Bayintnaung Villa on 5 March evening. Both sides discussed attacks by ARSA extremist terrorists in Rakhine State in 2012 and 2016 and 25 August 2017, the reasons why hundreds of thousands of fled to Bangladesh, the response of fleeing residents and the other country to the Myanmar government’s preparations to re-accept them, the reasons why they don’t want to be back to Myanmar, the exaggerated news released by international media, diplomats and NGOs and the other country, actions of Tatmadaw and security troops in their clearance operations in line with the orders and instructions, investigation over following of the rules and orders and actions against some Tatmadaw members and men of security force who failed to abide by the rules. During the discussion, evidential documentary photos were also shown.

17. The one-sided accusations of British MPs who turn a blind eye to the real situation although there has a lot of strong evidence will badly impact the Tatmadaw’s implementation of rule of law process, state security and participation in the democracy transition in accord with the Rules of Engagement (ROE) over the decisions followed by the EU Foreign Affairs Committee’s meeting; the government’s rehabilitation of Buthidaung-Maungtaw area and re-acceptance of victims. Those accusations may create misunderstanding among international and local organisations which have helped the country’s internal peace-building and peace-making process and general public. It is needed to correctly review the real situation of this issue to make a fair compulsion and decision that is expected to bring about tangible progress for the Rakhine issue.
AU chief meets Tillerson, says Trump slur ‘in the past’

WASHINGTON — Washington's top diplomat began his first Africa tour Thursday by meeting with the African Union chief, who said the continent had moved on from a reported insult by President Donald Trump.

Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and AU commission chairman Moussa Faki Mahamat discussed security and counter-terrorism, trade and development, corruption and conflict in an hour-long meeting at the continental body’s headquarters in the Ethiopian capital.

However looming over the meeting was Trump’s alleged description of Africa as a “shithole” in January, which forced the president to pen a letter reaffirming his commitment to the continent and dispatch his top diplomat to try to heal rifts.

Faki, however, insisted the slur was now in the past.

“I received a letter written by President Trump to myself and I shared that with other African leaders. I believe this incident is in the past,” he said.

Tillerson’s five-nation Africa tour — to include Djibouti, Kenya, Chad and Nigeria — has been described by analysts as a “listening tour”, with no deals or initiatives due to be announced.

“The purpose of my trip is to listen to what the priorities of the countries here on the continent are and see where there is good alignment,” said Tillerson.

Tillerson said the AU Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) is “clearly an example of countries coming together to counter terrorism, promote stability and enable the delivery of much-needed aid.”

“We have not yet won that battle in Somalia and we must stay at it,” he said.

Tillerson also warned against blind acceptance of Chinese investment, warning African countries to “consider the terms of those investments” lest they “forfeit sovereignty”.

He also solicited African support in pressuring North Korea to give up its nuclear weapons.

“African nations can contribute to this goal,” he said.—AFP

Embattled White House promises quick tariff decision

WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump’s team played down talk of a trade war Wednesday as it fought to limit a financial market sell-off, promising a quick decision on contentious tariffs that prompted a popular economic advisor to the president to quit.

Administration big guns Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross and Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin rushed to the White House in protest at Trump’s top economic adviser, told Fox Business Network Wednesday night.

“Many of our members are listening to what the priorities of the countries here on the continent are and see where there is good alignment,” said Tillerson.

Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross says the US wants “sensible relations” with allies and isn’t looking for a trade war. PHOTO: AFP

“We’re going to have sensible relations with our allies,” he told CNBC, claiming that Trump’s policy was well “thought through. We’re not looking for a trade war.”

Mnuchin joined the effort, claiming that the tariffs, which are still negotiable and would soothe unease, projecting calm in an hour-long meeting at the continental body’s headquarters in the Ethiopian capital.

However looming over the meeting was Trump’s alleged description of Africa as a “shithole” in January, which forced the president to pen a letter reaffirming his commitment to the continent and dispatch his top diplomat to try to heal rifts.

Mnuchin, however, insisted the slur was now in the past.

“I received a letter written by President Trump to myself and I shared that with other African leaders. I believe this incident is in the past,” he said.

Tillerson’s five-nation Africa tour — to include Djibouti, Kenya, Chad and Nigeria — has been described by analysts as a “listening tour”, with no deals or initiatives due to be announced.

“The purpose of my trip is to listen to what the priorities of the countries here on the continent are and see where there is good alignment,” said Tillerson.

Tillerson praised the AU as a “force for good”.

He and Faki discussed continuing US support to African counter-terrorism forces in Somalia and the Sahel but no new concrete commitments were given.

Tillerson said the AU Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) is “clearly an example of countries coming together to counter terrorism, promote stability and enable the delivery of much-needed aid.”

“We have not yet won that battle in Somalia and we must stay at it,” he said.

Tillerson also warned against blind acceptance of Chinese investment, warning African countries to “consider the terms of those investments” lest they “forfeit sovereignty”.

He also solicited African support in pressuring North Korea to give up its nuclear weapons.

“African nations can contribute to this goal,” he said.—AFP

PNG earthquake death toll estimated to be over 100:

SYDNEY - Papua New Guinean Prime Minister Peter O’Neill says the estimated death toll from a powerful earthquake that shook the country last month has topped 100.

O’Neill made a short visit on Wednesday to the Southern Highlands and Hela Provinces, the regions most affected by a magnitude 7.5 earthquake that struck on 26 February and numerous large aftershocks, including a magnitude 6.7 quake early Wednesday morning.

“Tragically, the Highlands Earthquake has already taken more than 100 Papua New Guineans, with many more still missing and thousands of people injured,” the prime minister said in a statement released Wednesday. O’Neill said there is “no quick fix” to the damage caused by the earthquakes, estimating the recovery could take “months
San Francisco International Airport is among the structures built mostly on landfill. Aiming to better achieve self-sufficiency of rice, Brunei has targeted to increase paddy production from 2,000 tonnes in 2015 to 7,700 tonnes by 2020. “We will achieve self-sufficiency in rice production from 6 per cent in 2015 to 20 per cent by 2020,” Haji Ali, Brunei’s Minister of Primary Resources and Tourism, was quoted as saying by local daily the Borneo Bulletin on Wednesday. In his speech at the 14th Legislative Council (LegCo) meeting, the minister said the new target was set to respond to Brunei’s Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah’s concern on domestic food security. The minister said that the new target is going to be achieved with the help of introduction of a high-yielding hybrid rice strain. Last September the minister said hybrid paddy technology can have a significant impact on rice production, generate more revenue for farmers and ensure sustainability of the country’s rice industry. Brunei is expected to introduce China’s hybrid paddy varieties that can produce at least 12 tonnes per hectare in irrigated areas.—Xinhua

SAN FRANCISCO — The San Francisco Bay area’s Silicon Valley is home to a plethora of wealthy tech companies, but the sinking land beneath risks leading to far worse floods in the years to come, researchers said Wednesday.

This sinking, or subsidence, coupled with sea level rise, doubles the territory in the area known as Silicon Valley at risk of flooding by 2100, said the report in the journal Science Advances.

Until now, officials generally assumed the risk of flooding would be increased by 2050, but several studies showed that the problem was getting worse, researchers said.

“Land beneath Silicon Valley is sinking fast: study”

CLAIM'S DAY NOTICE
M.V THANLWIN STAR VOY. NO. ( 026 N/S )
Consignees of cargo carried on M.V THANLWIN STAR VOY. NO. ( 026 N/S ) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 9-3-2018 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of M.I.P where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to Claim’s Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

SHIPPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY AGENT FOR: M/S CONTINENTAL SHIPPING LINE PTE LTD

Phone No: 2301185

CLAIM'S DAY NOTICE
M.V EVER ALLY VOY. NO. (0231-560W)
Consignees of cargo carried on M.V EVER ALLY VOY. NO. (0231-560W) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 9-3-2018 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of M.I.P where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to Claim’s Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

SHIPPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY AGENT FOR: M/S CONTINENTAL SHIPPING LINE PTE LTD

Phone No: 2301185

CLAIM'S DAY NOTICE
M.V ANAN BHUM VOY. NO. (212 N/S)
Consignees of cargo carried on M.V ANAN BHUM VOY. NO. (212 N/S) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 9-3-2018 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of M.I.P where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to Claim’s Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

SHIPPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY AGENT FOR: M/S NEW GOLDEN SEA LINES

Phone No: 2301185

BRUNEI — Aiming to better achieve self-sufficiency of rice, Brunei has targeted to increase paddy production from 2,000 tonnes in 2015 to 7,700 tonnes by 2020. “We will achieve self-sufficiency in rice production from 6 per cent in 2015 to 20 per cent by 2020,” Haji Ali, Brunei’s Minister of Primary Resources and Tourism, was quoted as saying by local daily the Borneo Bulletin on Wednesday. In his speech at the 14th Legislative Council (LegCo) meeting, the minister said the new target was set to respond to Brunei’s Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah’s concern on domestic food security. The minister said that the new target is going to be achieved with the help of introduction of a high-yielding hybrid rice strain. Last September the minister said hybrid paddy technology can have a significant impact on rice production, generate more revenue for farmers and ensure sustainability of the country’s rice industry. Brunei is expected to introduce China’s hybrid paddy varieties that can produce at least 12 tonnes per hectare in irrigated areas.—Xinhua
Sixties icon Anna Karina revels in comeback at 77

BERLIN — Anna Karina is wondering whether to say how many times she has been married. “Oh la la! I prefer not to,” laughed the actress and director who was the face of the French New Wave.

“Less than Liz Taylor,” she joked, who went up the aisle eight times.

“I’ve been married to the same man for the last 40 years,” Karina protested, referring to her fourth husband, the American director Dennis Berry of “Stargate” and “ Highlander” fame.

But it was with her first, Jean-Luc Godard, that Karina helped turn cinema on its head. Now 77, the Danish-born Sixties icon is having something of a comeback. Her 1973 film “Vivre ensemble” (Live Together) is back in cinemas, winning praise from the critics as a “little gem”.

And she has a new album out, fittingly called “I am an Adventuress”.

“I never expected this, it’s amazing,” she said, not having made a film in a decade or recorded a song for even longer.

Sitting at a restaurant table in the once bohemian Saint Germain des Pres on Paris’s Left Bank, Karina is as striking and elfin as ever; her kohled blue eyes burning out from under a felt hat.

It was around the corner at the Deux Magots cafe, then the hangout of Sartre, de Beauvoir and Camus, where Karina was discovered 60 years ago, a 17-year-old wail in full flight from a troubled childhood.

- Renamed by Coco Chanel -

It was also where she became Anna Karina.

Danish-French actress Anna Karina poses during a photo session in Paris, on 2 March, 2018. She is revelling in a comeback at the age of 77. PHOTO: AFP

One day after modelling for a magazine “this extraordinary woman asked me, ‘What’s your name, darling?’ “ Hanne Karin Bayes; Isabel. “ ‘No, no,’ the woman replied, “you will be called Anna Karina.” The woman was Coco Chanel, the founder of the fashion house that still bears her name. And so began an incredible career as a model, actor, singer, director and muse.

Godard spotted her while he was walking on the Champs Elysees. She was hard to miss.

As the poster girl for Palmoive soap as well as one of its rivals, her face stared down from billboards on both sides of the grand Paris avenue.

He offered her a nude scene in “Breathless”, his first and most famous film, but she refused.

They were already a couple when, at barely 21, she won best actress at the Cannes Film Festival, a time-honored tradition spanning six decades.

“Endless Love,” which became a Lady,” which earned a 1979 American Music Award and a People’s Choice Award. - Motown hits -

He formed a series of bands and, while still at college in 1968, joined aspiring Motown group The Commodores, playing saxophone and singing.

He went on to write some of his most enduring songs for the group, including “Still,” “Sail On,” “Easy” and “Three Times a Lady,” which earned a 1979 American Music Award and a People’s Choice Award.

Cranberries to release album despite O’Riordan death

LIONEL Richie honored at Hollywood handprints ceremony

HOLLYWOOD — Four-time Grammy winner Lionel Richie cemented his legacy in Hollywood Wednesday, plunging his feet and hands into a wet paving slab at the forecourt of the iconic TCL Chinese Theatre.

The 68-year-old R&B singer, a former front man for Motown legends The Commodores, has sold more than 100 million records over a career spanning six decades.

“This is almost beyond the childhood dream,” Richie told AFP at the ceremony on Hollywood Boulevard, a time-honored tradition launched in the 1920s.

“When I first came to this town, the Holiday Inn was back there, right behind me, and the first thing I did was run out the room, came downstairs and put my feet in all the hands and feet on the ground. Now, my hands and feet are going into this thing, it’s almost beyond belief.”

Late night talk show host Jimmy Kimmel, fresh off his Oscar’s hosting duties, presented the ceremony while veteran actor Samuel L. Jackson led the honor was an “out of body experience.”

Lionel Brockman Richie Jr. was born on 20 June, 1949 and raised on the private, historically black Tuskegee Institute university campus in Alabama, where his family had worked for generations.

A high school tennis star, he accepted a scholarship to study at the institute but dropped out and seriously considered becoming a priest for a while.

He formed a series of bands and, while still at college in 1968, joined aspiring Motown group The Commodores, playing saxophone and singing.

He went on to write some of his most enduring songs for the group, including “Still,” “Sail On,” “Easy” and “Three Times a Lady,” which earned a 1979 American Music Award and a People’s Choice Award.

Motown hits -

Lionel Richie honored at Hollywood handprints ceremony

- Motown hits -

Lionel Richie and girlfriend Lisa Parigi at his Footprints ceremony at the TCL Theater in Hollywood, California; the 68-year-old R&B singer has sold more than 100 million records over a career spanning six decades. PHOTO: AFP

Cranberries to release album despite O’Riordan death

LONDON - Irish rockers The Cranberries said Wednesday they would go ahead with a new album despite the sudden death of singer Dolores O’Riordan in January.

The surviving three members of The Cranberries said that O’Riordan had already recorded vocals for a new album, which the band now hopes to finish and release in early 2019.

The Cranberries said that they also would move forward with a 25th anniversary reissue this year of their debut album, “Everyone Else Is Doing It. So Why Can’t We?,” after putting work on hold following O’Riordan’s death.

“After much consideration we have decided to finish what we started,” the band wrote on Facebook.

“We thought about it and decided that as this is something that we started as a band, with Dolores, we should push ahead and finish it.”

The 1993 album proved to be an international success led by “Linger,” a wistful song about a first kiss.

The reissued edition will be remastered and feature previously unreleased material from the era, the band said.

O’Riordan was found dead in a London hotel on 15 January at age 46. A full inquest into her death is set for 3 April, although authorities are not treating her death as suspicious.

With a voice that merged florid traditional Celtic singing with the ferocity of punk rock, O’Riordan defined the sound of The Cranberries whose major hits also included the politically charged “Zombie.”

The Cranberries last released an album of new material, “Roses,” in 2012 after a gap of more than a decade..._AFP.
China plans panda park that will dwarf Yellowstone

SICHUAN — China will create a bastion for giant pandas three times the size of Yellowstone National Park to link up and encourage breeding among existing wild populations of the notoriously slow-reproducing animal, state media reported Thursday. At least 10 billion yuan ($1.6 billion) has been secured over the next five years for construction of the Giant Panda National Park in mountainous southwestern China for the nation’s favourite creature, the China Daily reported. Plans for the park — which would cover 27,134 square kilometres (10,476 square miles) — were first put forward early last year by the ruling Communist Party and the State Council, China’s cabinet, the paper said. Yellowest, established in 1872 as the first US national park, spans 8,983 square kilometres. The Chinese park plans are aimed at enabling wild pandas that are currently isolated in several different areas of Sichuan, Shaanxi and Gansu provinces to mingle and hopefully breed. Giant pandas have a notoriously low reproductive rate, a key factor — along with habitat loss — in their status as “vulnerable” on the International Union for Conservation of Nature’s (IUCN) Red List of threatened species. More than 80 per cent of the world’s wild pandas live in Sichuan, with the rest in Shaanxi and Gansu.

The Chinese park plans are aimed at enabling wild pandas that are currently isolated in several different areas of Sichuan, Shaanxi and Gansu provinces to mingle and hopefully breed. PHOTO: AFP

The funding was secured via an agreement signed Tuesday by the Bank of China and the Sichuan provincial Department of Forestry, the paper said. The bank is to secure the financing by 2023, to go toward poverty alleviation among people living in the remote area and necessary infrastructure and other construction for the park.—AFP

Rebel Wilson seeks legal fees after record Australia payout

HOLLYWOOD — Hollywood actress Rebel Wilson spent more than Aus$1.3 million (US$1.1 million) to win Australia’s largest defamation payout, it was revealed Thursday, and she is now chasing publisher Bauer to pay those costs as well. PHOTO: AFP

Wilson’s lawyers appeared in the Victorian Supreme Court in a battle over the fees. It heard that experts engaged by lawyers for both Wilson and Bauer had estimated the actress would be entitled to recover between Aus$1.1 million and Aus$1.3 million, the Australian Broadcasting Corporation reported.

Wilson’s barrister Renee Enbom said it effectively meant they were quibbling over Aus$200,000. “It’s $200,000, that’s what we’re fighting about,” she said, according to the broadcaster, in urging the judge to make an order on costs rather than it going to a dedicated costs court, which would potentially delay the payment.

Justice John Dixon reserved his decision. The court earlier heard that Wilson had offered to settle the case for Aus$200,000 before it went to trial, with most of her legal costs coming from solicitor’s fees preparing her case.—AFP

Venus hopes to one day experience motherhood

LOS ANGELES — Venus Williams says she hopes to one day follow in the footsteps of her younger sister Serena and experience motherhood. “I hope I can do that if I ever get there,” said the 37-year-old Venus on Wednesday. “She does everything for the baby. Other than that she stays the same. “If it happens then I have a good example to follow.”

This week marks the return of Serena to the WTA Tour a little under 190 days since the birth of baby Alexis. Both sisters are competing in the WTA Indian Wells tournament and they landed in the same portion of the draw meaning they could face each other in the third round. Serena, 36, will need to get through her first round match against 53rd ranked Zarina Diyas and the 28th-seeded Kiki Bertens. The eighth-seeded Venus has a bye through the first round and will face either qualifier Monica Niculescu or Sorana Cirstea in the second round.

Venus and Serena are more accustomed to meeting in the finals of tournaments. If Venus had any idea she and Serena could meet so early in the Indian Wells draw, she wasn’t letting on. “I haven’t analyzed it at all,” Venus said of the field. “If I keep playing hopefully I can win.”

Venus reached the Wimbledon final last year where she lost to champion Garbine Muguruza 7-5, 6-0. She also made the final of the Australian Open and the quarterfinals in Rome and at this tournament.

Venus grew up just a couple hour’s drive away in the south central Los Angeles suburb of Compton. “This tournament means a lot to me,” she said of Indian Wells. “I don’t get to play a lot in the States anymore. “I am a California and a Florida girl.”—AFP
Defiant Pochettino proud of Spurs despite Juve collapse

LONDON — Mauricio Pochettino insisted Tottenham had nothing to be ashamed of after three minutes of madness ended their Champions League challenge in a painful 2-1 defeat against Juventus.

Tottenham were on course to reach the quarter-finals for the first time since 2011 when Son Heung-Min rewarded their first-half dominance with the opening goal at Wembley on Wednesday.

After the first leg finished goalless, Son’s strike put Pochettino’s side ahead on aggregate, but Juventus completely flipped the script in the second leg of the last-16 tie with a stirring second-half fightback.

Gonzalo Higuain punished poor Tottenham marking to steer in Juventus’ equaliser and Paulo Dybala bagged the winner three minutes later with a cool finish after splitting the hosts’ poorly-executed offside trap.

It was a bitter blow for Tottenham and the loss raised fresh questions about their ability to win major trophies under Pochettino. But, yet to land any silverware with the north Londoners, Pochettino bristled at suggestions Tottenham aren’t mentally strong enough to win on the big occasions.

“All this talk is rubbish. At the end it is win or lose. When you assess the game, I think only Tottenham was better for more than 70 minutes,” he said.

“If Harry (Kane) scored at the end or we scored twice in the first half, maybe we are talking differently. I’m happy with my players. We did everything to try to win.

“It was not a lack of experience, not a lack of concentration. How many chances did we concede? ‘We conceded three chances and they scored twice. We had a lot of chances and only scored one. ‘We can talk about a lot of situations, but sometimes you need some luck to win.”

Pochettino ‘still a dreamer’

Pochettino had spoken passionately this week about his dream of making Tottenham one of the best sides in England and Europe.

And even surrendering the lead against the Italian champions couldn’t dissuade the Argentine from his belief Tottenham are on the brink of joining Europe’s superpowers.

“I feel very proud, we dominated overall against a very good team like Juventus,” he said.

“In the two games we were much better, but at this level the tie went to Juventus in three minutes. ‘I’m disappointed of course but the quality of the team was very good. We showed massive maturity. I’m relaxed and happy.

“I’m still a dreamer. When you compete in the Champions League with these clubs you can win or lose. Football is not a nightmare for me.”

Meanwhile, Juventus boss Massimiliano Allegri claimed he never lost faith his side could fight back despite their lethargic first half. “The guys put in a fantastic performance. Even at 1-0 down we had a good reaction,” he said.

“We had created chances in the first half, so we were confident we could get one goal back and kick on from there.

“You are going to find games that are difficult. We did suffer a lot but that’s normal in football.”

MNL matches in March postponed for national team AFC qualification

THE Myanmar national football team will be taking part in the last rounds of AFC Qualification in this month, so the MPT Myanmar National League (MNL) will postpone its matches in March except for the match between Myawady FC and Sagaing United, which will be held on 11 March. In 2019 AFC Qualification, the Myanmar national team will play against Kyrgyzstan on 22 March and Macau on 27 March.

As most members of the national play in the MNL, and qualification for the AFC tourney is very important for the country’s dignity in football, it was decided that the matches be postponed this month, according to an MNL official. The MNL matches will restart on 30 March, he added.

“The match postponement plan is very good for our national team, as players will not be tired between the two teams as they took turns attacking.

But at the 46 minute mark, just after the restart of the match, Zwekapin’s Wai Yan made the opening goal for his team.

The remained 1-0 lead for Zwekapin until the last minute of the match in ordinary time. But during extra-time, Yangon got the equaliser at the 93-minute mark with a score by Yangon’s Yan Paing Phyo. Yangon United stands in 9th place with the points from 6 matches (1 win, 3 draws and 2 losses), while Zwekapin is in the fifth place with 9 points from 6 matches (2 wins, 3 draws and one loss).—Kyaw Zin Lin

Yangon draws Zwekapin United in MNL U-19 tourney

IN a MPT Myanmar National League U-19 tourney, Yangon United battled Zwekapin United to a 1-1 draw with a late score by Yangon star Yan Paing Phyo at Salin Stadium in Yangon yesterday. Both teams played energetically from the kickoff with good passing and smart tactics.

Zwekapin had some chances to score, but the opportunities were thwarted by the defence of Yangon’s defenders and goalie.

The first half ended in a scoreless tie.

In the second half, the momentum shifted back and forth between the two teams as they
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Yangon’s youth player headbutts the ball in yesterday’s MNL U-19 tourney at Salin Stadium. PHOTO: YUFC
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